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Abstract
Purpose: The purpose of this study is to determine the effects of post-purchase regret felt by consumers buying fashion
products and their efforts to reverse their regrets, on dissatisfaction and their repurchase intention.
Design/Methodology/approach: The population of this research consists of the consumers in Gaziantep who buy
fashion products and regret their purchase for any reason. Out Of non-probability sample methods, convenience
sampling was used. Thinking that this can represent the population of the study, the sample number was determined
as 441. In order to test the hypotheses, Smart PLS 3 (Partial Least Squares) statistics programme was used.
Bootstrapping technique was used to test the hypotheses intended to be measured in the study.
Findings: The tests show that regret positively affect dissatisfaction (ß=,544, p<0,001) and the effort to reverse the
feeling of regret. In addition, regret negatively affect repurchase intentions. Another variable, dissatisfaction negatively
affect re-purchasing intention and regret reversing efforts positively affect re-purchasing intentions.
Research limitations: Because the study is restricted by time, cost, accessibility, control difficulties; the whole of the
population was not reached. The study is conducted with the data obtained from 441 consumers in Gaziantep and
evaluations made by consumers who prefer ready-made wear.
Practical implications: The results show that regret experienced in the past negatively affect re-purchasing process.
It has been determined that the consumers can diminish their regret when they try to reverse it and this situation
strengthens their re-purchasing intentions. Hence, it is thought to be beneficial to ensure that consumers are aware of
their regrets and to focus on strategies that help enterprises to reverse this regret.
Originality/value: Even though there are studies that associate regret with dissatisfaction and repurchase intentions,
there are very few studies that focus on regret reversing efforts. There is no such study in local literature. Therefore,
this study is original in these aspects and it is thought that it will contribute to the body of literature.
Keywords: Regret, Dissatisfaction, Regret reversing effort, Repurchase intention

Introduction
It is nearly impossible to say that there is not any person who does not regret the decisions they made or
something they did. At each step of the cycle of life, people constantly have to make decisions and these
decisions are mostly followed by two kind of feelings: satisfaction or regret. The notion of regret applies to
each living being. However, innate cognitive abilities, comprehension and evaluation skills of humans
complexifies the feelings that emerge following a thought or an action. The fact that individuals, who have
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to play different roles in their daily lives, regret the decisions they made due to physical and emotional
intensity, is perceived as a normal occurrence. In addition to different roles, the uncontrollable state of the
notion of information caused by the developments made in information and communication technologies or
the presence of alternatives etc. force individuals to make more cognitive efforts on a situation or a subject.
The feeling of regret is inevitable especially when the expectations are high and they are somehow not met.
Following the realization of this negative feeling, individuals aim their efforts at inactivity (acceptance and
retreating) or decreasing the feeling of regret.
Consumers feel variety of emotions after the decisions they make, and they develop behaviors towards the
business as a result of their emotions. Lately, the studies focusing on the emotions and behaviors of
consumers frequently addresses the notion of regret (Zeelenberg and Pieters, 2004; Inman and Zeelenberg,
2002; Tsiros and Mittal, 2000; Cho and Park, 2016; Yi and Cha, 2005; M’Barek and Gharbi, 2012).
Businesses try to decrease the regret of consumers by giving out presents or making special offers, as a way
of rewarding the consumers as it is uncommon for consumers to prefer a business after regretting the product
they have used. The efforts of businesses to reverse the regret felt by consumers, will help decrease the
feeling of guilt caused by regret. Studies show that, the fact that consumers try to decrease the feeling of
regret affects regret (Zeelenberg et al., 1998; Kim, 2008; Cho and Park, 2016; Lee, 2009; Lee and Cotte,
2009). In addition, studies also analyze the relationship between regret and regret reversing efforts, and
dissatisfaction and repurchase intentions (Yi and Cha, 2005; Cho and Park, 2016; Cui and Niu, 2017; Liao
et al., 2017; Bui et al., 2009; Gilovich and Medvec, 1995). Tsiros and Mittal (2000: 405), focused on
inactivity rather than actions and they argue that even though the efficiency of the alternative product is
relatively high, consumers can turn to other alternatives. The attractiveness of an un untested product,
ambiguity and consumers' level of risk taking can sometimes encourage them to try out alternatives instead
of making an effort to reverse their regret.
This study aims to analyze the relationship between consumers' feeling of regret that comes after deciding
to purchase and regret reversing efforts, dissatisfaction and repurchase intentions, based on comprehensive
evaluations aimed at literature. The study is conducted on consumers who have at least for once felt regret
over a product that they have purchased. Even though there are studies associating the notion of regret with
dissatisfaction and repurchase intentions, there are few studies analyzing regret reversing efforts. There is
no such study in local literature. Therefore, this study is original in these aspects and it is thought that it will
contribute to the body of literature.
Conceptual Framework
Regret
Festinger states that individuals who focus on the outcomes of alternative choices after making a decision,
go through a feeling of conflict by comparing non attractive aspects if the decisions they made and attractive
aspects of alternatives. This feeling of conflict leads to cognitive dissonance and to behavioral changes that
stems from trying to reverse the conflict (legitimizing their decisions). This unpleasant situation stemming
from cognitive dissonance have become the focus of notional evaluations of researchers (Zeelenberg, 1996;
Zeelenberg et al., 1998; Gilovich and Medvec 1995) who study regret and disappointment. Therefore, regret
is a negative feeling that creates cognitive dissonance in the process of "opposite-thought". Opposite
thoughts are created by comparing one reality (the situation that one is in) and an opposing reality (the
situation that one can be in). If the decision maker constants have thoughts like "if… what if…" then the
cognitive dissonance stemming from the negative feeling is called "regret" (Delacroix and Jourdan, 2007:
28). Regret is defined as "cognitive and emotional negative feelings that stem from misfortunes, restraints,
losses, violations, faults or mistakes" (Landman, 1993: 36). Gilovizh and Medvec (19995) emphasize the
importance of regret being enhanced by economic (feeling of regret during exchange process) approaches
in addition to psychological and philosophical bases. Bell (1982: 963), describes the notion of regret
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stemming from economic change as “the differential between virtually bought wealth and the highest wealth
created by the other alternatives”. Similarly, Schoeffler (1962) claims cognitive dissonance that stems from
the difference between the value after purchase and alternative value as the economic reflection of regret.
The notion of regret that is mentioned in economical approaches has made its way to marketing literature
too (Lee and Cotte, 2009; Bui et al., 2009; Delacroix and Jourdan, 2007; Diecidue et al., 2012). Zeelenber
et al. (1998) state that individual efforts (actions taken to reverse regret) lay at the base of the notion of
regret. The case of action-oriented behavior differentiates regret from disappointment. The main difference
is that the individual going through this negative feeling focuses on his/her role and feels responsible for the
emergence of the feeling of regret and therefore thinks about how to change this feeling and what to do for
other people to not go through this feeling in the future. On the other hand, even though disappointment
orient the individual towards inactivity, does not include regret reversing efforts, on the contrary creates
unresponsiveness (Zeelenberg et al., 1998: 228). For this reason, it is thought to be beneficial for businesses
to differentiate disappointed consumers from regretful consumers because the feedbacks of the both
consumer types can produce active (negative word of mouth, rumor etc.) or inactive (not spreading
disappointment) results. The feeling of regret emerging after a decision affects the behaviors and statements
of the consumers. Statements like: “I should have looked at other options before buying”, “I should have
waited for the process of purchase”, “I should have bargained better”, “I should not have declared my love
for the product” are verbal reflections of regret (M’Barek and Gharbi, 2012: 1-2). Statements like this show
that, while regret can be an outcome of the action of buying, it can also emerge from inactive situations.
Tsiros and Mittal (2000) argues that the relationship between regret and dissatisfaction is an extension of
action and inactivity. For example, let’s think about an investor who wants to invest 10.000$. Let’s think
that the investor (Yahoo and Seagate) takes stocks into consideration and invests in Yahoo because of its
high profit rate (expectation is that stocks will increase by 20%). A year later share price of Yahoo increases
by 25% while share price of Seagate increases by 50%. Therefore, the investor will be satisfied with her/his
profit (positive validation) and will feel regret for the inactive alternative (if s/he were invest her/his money
in Seagate s/he would earn 2,500 dollars more) (Tsiros and Mittal, 2000: 402). Regret felt by consumers
regarding the product they bought, depends on time, brand name and price. For example, a consumer can
shorten or prolong their decision-making process depending on the advantages gained from early-bird prices
or on the possibility of buying with a more suitable price. The possibility that the price of the product will
fall to the detriment of consumers or the price rise compared to the previous price cause negative feelings
(regret) to emerge (Simonson, 1992: 106). Similarly, when the consumer prefers a high-priced product with
a brand name in order to avoid risk, to an unnamed but low-priced product, and the branded product fails to
meet her/his expectations s/he will regret the initially inactive other product (Simonson, 1992: 107). In
addition to this, it should be stated that after behaviors resulting in actions, consumers can feel regret because
of the qualities of the product (durability, longevity, etc.). In particular, decisions made at risk are likely to
create regret. Sometimes consumers may perceive risk at the each stage of the decision making process, but
even if they think that their decisions are right (for example thinking that they have made no mistakes) for
the time being, they may perceive that these decisions are wrong after the risk has disappeared and may
experience regret (Bell, 1982: 964). On the other hand, Zeleenberg (1996) states that initial risk perception
does not always lead individuals to inactivity, and therefore actions based on both risky and safe choice
perception may result in regret. To our knowledge, fashion products set a good example for this. To our
knowledge, fashion products set good examples for this. At first, the consumer can perceive the risk at
minimum because of the attractiveness of fashion products. Risks that cannot be overcome like, the
possibility for the fashion products to lose their trendy qualities, the pressure of time and the severe demand
towards the fashion product can cause the feeling of regret to emerge at the end of the buying process (the
products becoming unfashionable or the beginning of a new trend etc. can cause consumers to regret)
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Regret reversing Effort
Regret reversing efforts of the consumers includes intentions and actions to change the regretted outcome.
This way, the consumers can decrease the negative effects of regret if they make an effort to reverse their
regret. As a part of regret reversing efforts, consumers set an attitude towards a product in motion in
accordance with action and try to create a feeling of trust (Lee, 2009) in others in order to legitimize their
actions (Festinger, 1957). Buchanan et al. (2016: 280) stated that regretful individuals perceive the situation
as unpleasant, that they feel responsible for the outcome and they are making efforts towards reversing the
feeling of regret. Gilovich and Medvec (1995: 391), argue that individuals make cognitive efforts after
regretting unfulfilled intentions and that this extra cognitive effort is made to reverse regret. Zeelenberg et
al. (1998: 228) states that individual efforts (actions towards reversing regret) are at the base of the notion
of regret and making efforts towards what to do for others to not go through this feeling again and how to
change this negative feeling clearly differentiate regret from disappointment. McElroy and Dowd (2007:
334) argue that judgements against decisions creates cognitive efforts in individuals, perception of unfair or
out of spec outcomes can increase regret. These evaluations show that regret includes efforts towards
reversing it from the moment it emerges. Therefore, it can be said that "effort towards solution" is at the
base of the notion of regret. This study evaluates regret reversing efforts and outcome variables
(dissatisfaction and repurchase intention) through consumers. Consumers think that they can decrease the
negative effects of regret if they make efforts towards reversing regret as economical decision makers.
Although there have been previous studies on the regret reversing procedure and the effort on post-regret
actions, only a few studies have studied regret efforts regarding garment industry. For this reason, regret
reversing efforts of a consumer who regrets buying fashion products and the effect of these efforts on
repurchase intention should be studied. Previous studies (Lee, 2009; Zeelenberg et al., 1998; Cho and Park,
2016; Cui and Niu, 2017) mention this subject even if just a bit. Regret reversing efforts, help positive
feelings to emerge by strengthening the attitudes of the consumers (Kim and Jeon, 2006: 185). Cui and Niu
(2017: 37), emphasize that as the feeling of regret caused by post-purchase decisions of consumers increase,
regret reversing efforts decrease. On the other hand, studies (Kim 2008; Cho and Park, 2016: 423) show
that regret reversing efforts decrease the feeling of regret and it causes post-consuming positive actions,
however; this relationship does not apply to fashion products.
Dissatisfaction
The aim of most of the studies studying satisfaction, is to discover the relationship between satisfaction and
dissatisfaction. For this reason, in addition to the studies focusing on consumer satisfaction, there are studies
focusing on consumer dissatisfaction and its outcomes. Disconfirmed expectancy paradigm which poses a
comprehensive approach, compares previous expectations with the observed performance. Therefore,
overall satisfaction perception depends on the comparison between expectation and outcome performance
(Demirağ, 2019: 82). In his study on satisfaction/dissatisfaction of consumers Anderson (1973) reveals the
bases of this paradigm which was first developed by Oliver (1980) and foresees the comparison of
expectation and performance. Therefore, the judgmental evaluation and consumer expectations lead to
dissatisfaction stemming from the inequality level between perceived product performance (quality control,
price, functionality of promotional activity) and expectations. In other words, if the expectations of the
consumers are high and the perceived performance if relatively low or promotional messages are complex,
the level of inequality creates dissatisfaction in consumers (Anderson, 1973: 38). Osarenkhoe and Komunda
(2013: 103), describe consumer dissatisfaction as "the inconsistency between expectations and performance
and the combination of this with the importance of this inconsistency for the consumer". Inman et al. (1997),
states that dissatisfaction is a direct result of regret. Giese and Cote (2000), state that dissatisfaction has
three main factors. According to this, dissatisfaction is an emotional response, had a definite focus and
emerges at a certain point of time. Consumer experience including anger, disappointment, cheating and
boredom emerging at a certain point of time and focused on a specific subject (situation or an incident) may
result in dissatisfaction (Giese and Cote, 2000: 9). Consumer dissatisfaction consists of negative attitudes
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and behaviors like violence, negative one to one communication, turning towards rival businesses and
complaints (Nimako and Mensah, 2014: 59). Dissatisfied consumers expect reasonable explanations from
the businesses as to why they are dissatisfied (Filip, 2013: 272). On the other hand, some consumers may
refrain from (time or effort consumption, lack of trust towards resolving period after making a complaint,
facing a rude behavior while making a complaint, the possibility of being rebuked, shyness etc.) expressing
their negative feelings towards the product or the business (Lovelock and Wirtz 2004). Zeelenberg and
Pieters (2004: 446) state that different negative feelings can affect satisfaction/dissatisfaction on different
levels. For example, while it is thought that disappointment can have a major impact on dissatisfaction,
shyness (stemming from judging oneself as a bad person) creates less dissatisfaction in consumers.
However, even though action/inaction towards the situation or incident that creates dissatisfaction decreases
unwanted outcomes (complaints, gossip etc.) it inhibits the detection and prevention of dissatisfactory
factors and the development of competitive strategies based on feedback. Dissatisfaction also negatively
affects revisit intentions of the consumers (Lu et al., 2012). Satisfaction/dissatisfaction perceptions,
however, does not equally affect the revisit intentions of the consumers. The negative effect of
dissatisfactory experiences on revisit intention is higher than the negative effect of satisfactory experience
(Swinyard and Whitlark, 2006). It is clear that revisited businesses will gain a competitive advantage. For
this reason, it is important for the business to decrease the negative effects of dissatisfactory experiences.
Tsiros and Mittal (2000: 402) state that a situation causing dissatisfaction can at the same time overlap (the
simultaneous occurrence of both negative and positive emotions) with an emotion evoking satisfaction or
happiness. For example, a profit gained from an investment that evokes the feeling of satisfaction can at the
same time cause dissatisfaction from not being able to foresee (no matter how much satisfaction the other
investment causes) a more profitable investment (alternative). Therefore, it is important to pay attention to
the timing, direction and the severity of satisfaction/dissatisfaction. As the judgmental evaluations of
consumers aimed at expectation/performance comparison are not always direct, clear and expressed with an
only one emotion (satisfaction/dissatisfaction)
Repurchase Intention
Repurchase intention is defined as "the determination of consumers to buy a certain service from the same
company by taking the current situation and possible conditions into consideration" (Hellier et al., 2003:
1764). Parasuraman et al. (1985; 1988), states that the best indicative of repurchase intentions of consumers
is providing the best service quality. Therefore, businesses should develop competitive strategies in order
to achieve the best service quality and fulfill the expectations of consumers. Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) state
that purchase intentions of consumers is an important factor in guessing buying behaviors and that an
increase towards purchase intention enhances the possibility of increase in buying behaviors. Similarly,
Kaveh (2012: 5018), in his study examining the impact of trust in repurchase intention, argues that intention
has a big impact on calculating the future possibility of buying. Purchase intention represents a
psychological process that involves the attitudes if consumers towards consuming before deciding to buy
and their intentions towards that behavior (Yulisetiarini et al., 2017: 217). Hence, it should be noted that
repurchase intention involves subjective evaluations about the product or the brand after the first purchasing
experience. For example, Oliver (1997) foregrounds repurchase intention in conceptual evaluations on
loyalty. Accordingly, loyalty consists of commitments of consumers to re using or repurchasing a service
or a product that they experienced before. Additionally, Oliver (1999: 35-36) considers the effortful brand
loyalty stage, which is the last stage before behavioral actions, as the stage in which the repurchase intention
occurs. Accordingly, consumers make choices based on their brand knowledge or experiences (cognitive
stage), become emotionally loyal when they are satisfied with their preferences (emotional stage), and
finally engage in various efforts to re-experience the brand (the stage of effortful loyalty). During the
effortful loyalty stage, repurchase intention occurs and the behavior towards the action takes place. It is
important for businesses to build a strong attitude towards the brand as loyal customers also tend to
repurchase and recommend the brand to others.
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Theoretical Framework
Relationship between regret and dissatisfaction
Many studies conducted before studied regret as the leading variable of dissatisfaction. It has been argued
in previous studies that regret has a direct effect on dissatisfaction, in other words, as regret increases
satisfaction decreases (Inman and Zeelenberg, 2002; Tsiros and Mittal, 2000). Zeelenberg and Pieters (2004)
in their study conducted on 900 participants, analyze the relationship among disappointment, regret and
dissatisfaction and determined that these two negative feelings create dissatisfaction and behavioral
reactions (complaint, refund, consumer laziness, one to one communication). M'Barek and Gharbi (2012),
evaluated the effect on regret on consumers through the phenomenon of satisfaction and determined that
satisfaction causes behavioral outcomes like complaint, repurchase intention, one to one communication,
refund and inaction. Yi and Cha (2005) analyzed negative consumer emotions (regret and disappointment)
that affect consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction and determined that regret and disappointment are
important factors explaining post-purchase satisfaction/dissatisfaction. Previous studies on regret mostly
focus on decision making and psychological variables (emotion and approach) and there are few studies on
fashion products. For this reason, this study aims to analyze the relationship among regret, regret reversing
efforts and outcome variables for consumers who regret. Cui and Niu (2017) studies the effects of regret
and regret reversing efforts on dissatisfaction and repurchase intention of 233 consumers having bough
fashion products and determined that the effects of post purchase regret on dissatisfaction, regret on regret
reversing efforts and regret reversing efforts on repurchase intention are positive while the effects of regret
and dissatisfaction on repurchase intention are negative. Cho and Park (2016) conducted a study with 642
participants on the effect of product and situational aspects that are thought to cause regret after purchasing
fashion products on regret, regret resolving effort and the effect of regret on dissatisfaction. In this study,
they have found that: i) product and situational aspects have an important impact on regret, ii) consumers
can decrease the feeling of regret when they make an effort to resolve it, and that strengthens repurchase
intention, iii) as regret increase dissatisfaction increase while repurchase intention decrease. Results of this
study reveals that it is beneficial for businesses to encourage consumers in regret resolving efforts in order
to increase repurchase intention and satisfaction level. Park and So (2003) evaluated the emotional reactions
of consumers in ready-made clothing and described regret as an emotional reaction to product performance
and to a specific product.
Based on these findings, the following hypothesis was developed;
H1: The feeling of Regret emerging after buying fashion products has an increasing effect on dissatisfaction.
The Relationship Between Regret and Regret Reversing Effort
The feeling of regret is an unpleasant concept that should be reversed as it evokes negative feelings in
individuals stemming from cognitive unconformity. It is impossible to say that an individual feel satisfied
after each decision that s/he makes. The same thing goes for consumers too as consumers can feel regret by
comparing the outcomes of the inactive alternative after deciding to buy. The concept of effort towards
solving the problem an be thought as being aimed at feeling comfortable and reducing the risks as regret
reversing effort makes way for decreasing the feeling of regret and positive post-purchase actions (Kim
2008; Cho and Park, 2016: 423). Gilovich and Medvec (1995) state that even after inactive intentions,
consumers aim towards a cognitive effort and try to reverse the feeling of regret. Zeelenber et al. (1998:
228) state that individual efforts (actions to inhibit regret) lie at the core of the concept of regret, and making
efforts for people to not go through with this feeling again and to reverse this negative feeling clearly
differentiates regret from disappointment. McElroy and Dowd (2007) argue that judgements (regret
evaluations) aimed at decisions form cognitive efforts. Lee (2009) stated that a consumer's effort to reverse
the feeling of regret aims to mitigate the negative effects of regret and strengthen her/his decision to justify
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her/his actions. Buchanan et al. (2016: 280) stated that regretful individuals perceive the current situation as
unpleasant, that they feel responsible for the negative outcome and make efforts towards regret. M'Barek
and Gharbi (2012) state that consumers who experience regret after the purchase try to return the product in
order to resolve their regrets, thus hoping to solve the psychological imbalance and regrets that they feel.
Lee and Cotte studied regret separately as regret generated during the process of purchasing and after
purchasing, and stated that regret evaluation (evaluation of the alternatives, shortening the process of
decision making, lack of knowledge) aimed at both the process and the outcome lead people into cognitive
efforts, this way consumers try to cope with regret. Cooke et al. (2001) state that consumers continue their
efforts to search for information after purchasing decisions, and that the information learned after the
purchase has a greater impact on satisfaction than the information learned before the purchase. Furthermore,
the study result showed that the information obtained after the purchase further triggered regret than the
information obtained prior to the purchase and that consumers postponed their purchases for a longer period.
Based on these findings, it is thought that reversing efforts may play an important role between regret and
post-purchase behavior. In the literature, there are studies examining the effort to remove regrets or to
reverse regrets after feeling it, but studies on consumers who experience regret in the field of clothing are
insufficient (Cui and Niu, 2017; Cho and Park, 2016).
Evaluating the results of regret and regret reversing efforts towards fashion products is important.
Based on these evaluations and findings of the studies, the following hypothesis was developed;
H2: Regret felt after buying fashion products has a positive effect on regret reversing effort.
The Relationship Between Regret and Repurchase Intention
Regret represents the negative experience regarding the purchased product (M’Barek and Gharbi, 2012). In
this regard, regret is an important factor in affecting the repurchase intention of consumers (Bui et al., 2009;
Cho and Park, 2016). In order for any business to survive and increase its profits, it needs customers who
buy their products repeatedly. For this reason, in literature, there are many studies on the relationship
between consumer regret and repurchase intention. In a study conducted with 203 participants, Chang et al.
(2015) examined the relationship among post-purchase regret, power status of the consumer and repurchase
intention, and determined that power status of the consumer has a regulatory effect between regret and
repurchase intention. In a study conducted with 268 consumers who shop from an online shopping site, Liao
et al. (2017), abiding by Expectation-disconfirmation Theory and Regret Theory, state that external clues,
regret efforts and the attractiveness of the alternatives cause regret and regret affects satisfaction and
repurchase intention. In a study conducted with 125 participants, Bui et al (2009) determined that regret
decreases consumer satisfaction and strengthens the intention to change brands. In their comprehensive
studies on effects of regret on consumer behavior, M’Barek and Gharbi (2012), found that when consumers
feel regret after making a decision, they tend to turn to the other alternatives and therefore their intentions
to repurchase the same product, from the same brand or the supplier is affected negatively.
Ready-made clothing is a category that consumers frequently benefit from in their daily lives. This
frequency causes a lot of firms to operate and an intense competition. Herein, the qualification that the firms
should have to gain a competitive advantage is releasing products with strong images in terms of fashion
and style. Particularly, businesses that offer ready-made clothing products for young consumers should pay
more attention to these two phenomena. There are very few studies focusing on the relationship between
repurchase intention towards fashion products and regret. The study of Cui and Niu (2017), which was
conducted with 233 consumers, focuses on the effect of post-purchase regret felt by consumers and regret
reversing efforts on satisfaction and repurchase intention and they have found that regret has a positive
effect on regret reversing effort, and regret reversing effort has a positive effect on repurchase intention.
Maziriri et al. (2015) examined regret felt by Y generation university students towards ready-made clothing
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and found that regret decreased their repurchase intention. With 642 participants, Cho and Park (2016),
examined the effects of product and situational qualities, which are thought to cause consumers purchasing
fashion products feel regret, on regret; regret reversing efforts and effects of regret on dissatisfaction.
Findings show that when consumer make an effort to reverse the feeling of regret, they can reduce that
feeling and this strengthens intention towards purchasing; that regret increases the level of dissatisfaction
and decreases repurchase intention.
Based on these evaluations and findings of the studies, the following hypothesis was developed;
H3: Regret felt after buying fashion products negatively affects repurchase intention.
Relationship between Dissatisfaction and Repurchase Intention
Dissatisfaction is regarded as a factor decreasing the repurchase intention of consumers. The phenomenon
of satisfaction/dissatisfaction reflects the feelings of consumers. Anderson (1973), state that in reviews of
consumer expectations, inequality level between perceived product performance (quality control, price,
functionality of promotional activity etc.) and expectations cause dissatisfaction. In literature, there are
many studies explaining the relationship between consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction and repurchase
intention (Ibzan et al., 2016; Yulisetiarini et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2012; Marin and Taberner, 2008; Richins,
1983; Bijmolt et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2014). Even though most of the studies focus on satisfaction there are
other studies in literature that focus on dissatisfaction and repurchase intention. In their study conducted
with 411 participants shing from online shops in China, Lu et al. (2012) determined that negative feelings
play a mediator role between dissatisfaction and repurchase intention. In their study conducted with 2423
participants Marin and Taberner (2008), found that dissatisfaction has a negative effect on repurchase
intention. Many businesses remain insensitive to consumer satisfaction when customers do not complain
about the factors creating dissatisfaction and this affects repurchase intention negatively. Richins (1983)
researched the relationship between consumer complains and dissatisfaction, and found that when
businesses discourage consumers from complaining, consumers tend to share the dissatisfactory factors with
others instead of complaining and this negatively affects repurchase intention (Richins, 1983: 76). Bijmolt
et al. (2014) examined the relationship among complaining, satisfaction and repurchase intention, and found
that consumers making complaints about their dissatisfaction have a stronger repurchase intention than
satisfied consumers or consumers who do not complain even when they have things to complain. This result
is especially important in comparing repurchase intentions of satisfied consumers and consumers who are
dissatisfied and make complains about it. In their study conducted with 300 active users who have an online
shopping habit and who have at least for once experience dissatisfaction because of service fault, Kim et al.
(2014), determined that service fault based dissatisfaction causes negative one-to-one communication and
the intentions of consumers to repurchase from the same brand is negatively affected.
Even though there are studies on satisfaction in ready-made clothing (Shim and Bickle, 1993; Wehfritz et
al., 1998), there are few studies on the relationship between satisfaction and repurchase intention. In their
study conducted with 233 consumers purchasing fashion products, Cui and Niu (2017), found that
dissatisfaction has a negative effect on repurchase intention. In their study conducted with 642 consumers
who purchase fashion products, Cho and Park (2016), found that regret increases the level of dissatisfaction
and this negatively affect repurchase intention.
Based on these evaluations and findings of the studies, the following hypothesis was developed;
H4: Dissatisfaction emerging after buying fashion products has a negative effect on repurchase intention.
The Relationship Between Regret Reversing Effort and Repurchase Intention
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Even though there are studies examining the relationship between regret and repurchase intention (Chang
et al., 2015; Liao et al., 2017; Bui et al., 2009; M’Barek and Gharbi, 2012; Cui and Niu, 2017; Maziriri et
al., 2015; Cho and Park, 2016), there area limited number of studies on the effect of regret reversing efforts
on repurchase intention. Lee (2009) state that regret efforts of consumers are results of trying to legitimize
the decisions and building trust. Consumers who reduce regret with making efforts towards it, can have the
intention to repurchase the same product or from the same brand. This effort can reduce the negative
elements associated with the product or the brand after the purchase decision in other words it can reduce
the abrasive efforts of negative elements preventing repurchase intention. Zeeleenberg et al. (1998) state
that regret caused by different reasons will cause cognitive efforts and sense of responsibility in individuals
and people experiencing this feeling will even make an effort to reverse the feeling of regret felt by others.
Because even for others, feeling of regret can negatively affect the quality of life when it is not resolved
(Wrosch et al., 2005). Although it is thought that effort made for others includes preventing consumers from
the product, efforts beneficial for the businesses like helping other consumers on how to reverse the feeling
of regret or saying things like “there is no need to feel regretful” etc. show the beneficial side of regret
reversing efforts. Limited number of studies (Lee, 2009; Zeelenberg et al.,1998) in the literature found that
the effort made both for individualistic reasons and for others, strengthens positive intentions for the product.
On the other hand, Gilovich and Medvec (1995: 379) state that regret will not be experienced in the face of
wanting/deciding to repeat the same action in the future and therefore there will not be an effort. This
assessment depends on the quality of the product and market conditions for consumers. It does not make
much sense for a rational consumer to feel regret both individually and for others when it comes to a
monopoly product. In this case, there is no point in measuring the repurchase intention. Because the intention
to buy will somehow turn into purchasing behavior. Simonson (1992) states that consumers will experience
regret based on time, brand name and price, and will strive to reduce their regrets in future decisions. For
example, the expectation that the price of the product will decrease relatively over time (decrease) will lead
the consumer to try to reverse the feeling of regret and purchasing behavior will occur in the event of
expected/desirable price. In this respect, it is clear that purchasing behavior depends on a positive purchase
intention, though not strongly. Tsiros and Mittal (2000: 405) support that even though consumers are
satisfied wth what the alternative they chose, they focus on the unconsidered alternative and when the
performance of the alternative is relatively high it will affect the repurchase intention.
Studies have reached similar results. In a study conducted with 268 consumers who shop from an online
shopping site, Liao et al. (2017), abiding by Expectation-disconfirmation Theory and Regret Theory, state
that external clues, regret efforts and the attractiveness of the alternatives cause regret and regret affects
satisfaction and repurchase intention. Cho and Park (2016) found that when consumers make an effort to
reverse regret, repurchase intention increases. Similarly, Cui and Niu (2017) found that regret reversing
effort has a positive effect on repurchase intention.
Based on these evaluations and findings of the studies, the following hypothesis was developed;
H5: Regret reversing effort made after buying fashion products has a positive effect on repurchase intention.

Method
This study was conducted with the aim of determining the effect of regret felt by consumers after purchasing
fashion products and regret reversing efforts on repurchase intention. The population of the research consists
of consumers who purchase ready-made clothing in Gaziantep and experience regret because of these
products. Out of non-probability sample methods, convenience sampling was used. Thinking that it would
represent the population, sample number was determined as 500. However, because 59 questionnaires were
not filled out properly, study was conducted with the data obtained from 441 questionnaires.
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Questionnaire form consists of demographic questions and scale questions that were added into the
questionnaire in order to determine the model. In order to determine the demographic characteristics, the
first chapter consists of questions regarding gender, age, education, marital status and income level. In the
second chapter, There are 7 questions to evaluate regret (Inman and Zeelenberg, 2002; Tsiros, 1998), 3
questions to evaluate dissatisfaction (Gardial et al., 1994; Cui and Niu, 2017), 5 questions to evaluate regret
reversing efforts (Kim, 2008; Cui and Niu, 2017) and 3 questions to evaluate repurchase intention (Blut et
al., 2015; Cui and Niu, 2017). The statements used to evaluate the questions in the second chapter were
adapted to five-point Likert scale and were directed to the participants in the range of (1-5) “strongly agree,
strongly disagree”. Because the original scales were in English, they were translated into Turkish. The scales
were translated into Turkish by getting support from academicians who are experts in their fields. In order
to rule out the differences resulting from translations, items were asked to different academicians again.
Additionally, questions translated into Turkish were retranslated into English by academicians who are
experts in their fields, to verify their consistencies. After these processes, the scale was accepted to be used
in the questionnaire.
167 of the participants are male (37,9%) and 274 of them are female (62,1%). 64,4% (n: 284) of the
participants are aged between 18-24. 66,9% of the consumers participating in the study are undergraduates
and the income status of 71,7% of them is middle class (n: 316).
In order to test the hypotheses, Smart PLS 3 (Partial Least Squares) statistics program was used.
Bootstrapping technique was used to test the hypotheses intended to be measured in the study. Proposed
research model is given below:

Dissatisfaction

Regret

H4

H1

Repurchase
Intention

H3
H2

H5
Regret
Reversing Effort

Figure 1: Research Model Proposal
Results of Research Model Validity and Reliability
The results of discriminant validity of regret, dissatisfaction, regret reversing effort and repurchase intention
are detailly shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
Tablo 1: Discriminant Validity
Variables

X

SD

1

2

3

1

Regret

3,14

,911

0,771

2

Dissatisfaction

3,12

1,080

,544

0,751

3

Regret reversing Efforts

2,86

,804

,243

,024

0,903

4

Repurchase Intentions

2,66

,711

-,496

-,529

,014

4

0,883
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In order to determine the validity of the research model, structure, difference and conformity validities were
examined. For determining discriminant validity, the square root of AVE values were calculated as
Heterotrait-Monotrait (HTMT) (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; Hair et al., 2010). For determining conformity
validity AVE and CR values were examined. For determining structure validity, confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) was calculated. Validity and reliability results are detailly shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Validity and Reliability Results
Scales and Statements
Regret

Dissatisfaction

Regret
reversing
Effort

Repurchase
Intention

I should not have chosen this fashion product.

CA

CR

AVE

DFA

,87

,90

,56

,757

I regret that I chose this fashion product.

,754

I regret that I did not think more thoroughly before buying this product.

,772

I regret that I did not buy the other fashion product instead of the one that I bought.

,756

The other fashion product could have been a better choice.

,699

I would have chosen the other fashion products if I could.

,774

If I were to purchase again, I would not have chosen this fashion product.

,744

The products that were bought were not overall satisfactory.

,88

,93

,81

,897

I think that it was a wrong decision to buy this fashion product.

,905

It was not a rational decision to buy this fashion product.

,908

Even though I regret my decision I wear the fashion products all the time.

,83

,88

,59

,774

Even after I regretted buying, I tried the product a few times.

,822

I barely war the fashion products I regret buying.

,773

I felt better after getting positive feedback on the fashion products I bought.

,721

Even though I regret the fashion product I bought I fixed the product so that I can wear it.

,763

I will buy similar fashion products.

,85

,91

,77

,750

I will buy fashion products from the same brand again.

,951

I will visit the same fashion store again.

,933

Factor load of each statements belonging to scales are over 0,50 (Kaiser, 1974) and therefore they have
structure validity (Fornell and Larcker, 1981) . CR values are over 0,70 (Hair et al., 2012) and AVE values
are over 0,50 (Fornell and Larcker, 1981) and therefore the research model has conformity validity (see also
Table 2).
Goodness of fit values were similarly examined using Smart PLS 3 (Partial Least Squares) statistics program
and the obtained data is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Model Fit Index
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χ2

Criteria

557,646

NFI

SRMR

≥,80

≤,08

0,86

0,063
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As a result of the analysis χ2 value of variables were calculated as 557,646. Normed fit index value is over
0,80 (Yaşlıoğlu, 2017: 77). SRMR (standardized Root Mean Square Residual) value which represents
residual covariance between covariance matrix of the population and that of the sample is below 0,08 and
this shows that the model is acceptable (Hu and Bentler, 1999). Results Show that the research model has a
decent goodness of fit.
Square foot of AVE values and Heterotrait-Monotrait were calculated to determine the discriminant validity
(Fornell and Larcker, 1981; Hair et al., 2010). According to the criteria of Fornell-Larcker, the square foot
of AVE value of implicit variable should be higher than the correlation between other implicit variables in
the structure (Hair et al., 2019). Dark-colored data in Table 1 are square foot of AVE value. Because these
values are larger than the other values in the rows and columns in which they are located, it can be stated
that the discriminant validity is achieved.
The discriminant validity was also calculated with Heterotrait-Monotrait (HTMT) to determine that each of
the variables in the research model measure a different concept. If the HTMT value is below 0.9 according
to the calculation results, it can be said that discriminant validity is achieved (Henseler et al., 2009). HTMT
ratios for the model are shown in Table 3. According to these results, the HTMT ratio between variables is
less than 0.90 and discriminant validity is achieved. It was concluded that the variables were different from
each other.
Table 4: Heterotrait-Monotrait (HTMT) Values
Variables

1

2

3

4

Regret

Dissatisfaction

0,61

Regret reversing Efforts

0,28

0,05

Repurchase Intention

0,54

0,59

0,06

Findings
In order for multiplexed connection problem to not occur among the variables in analysis before path
analysis that is made to test the research model and for implicit variables to not create multiplexed
connection problem, VIF (multi-collinearity) values are reviewed. Ideal VIF values among the variables are
3 and below values (Hair et al., 2019). Findings show that VIF values are below 3, the indicators have the
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expected VIF values and they do not have multiplexed connection problem. VIF values are shown in Table
5.
Table 5: VIF Values Regarding Latent Variables in Contractual Model
Independent Variables
Regret

R. reversing Efforts

Dissatisfaction

Repurchase İntention

1.000

1.000

1.534

Regret reversing Efforts

1.082

Dissatisfaction

1.445

Path analysis was made to test the research model. Findings regarding hypotheses developed in line with
the aim of the research are detailly shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Path Analysis Results
Beta (ß) Std. Fault

Variables
H1Regret
H2 Regret

Dissatisfaction
R. reversing Efforts

t

p

Result

,544

,036

15,031

0,00***

Accepted

,243

,054

4,501

0,00***

Accepted

H3 Regret

Repurchase İntention

-,329

,051

6,475

0,00***

Accepted

H4 Dissatisfaction

Repurchase İntention

-,353

,046

7,690

0,00***

Accepted

,102

,046

2,245

H5 R. Rev. Efforts

Repurchase İntention

0,025* Accepted

p=<0,001***, p=<0,01**, p=<0,05*

Path analysis results show that regret and dissatisfaction (ß=,544, p<0,001) positively affect regret reversing
effort (ß=,243, p<0,001). Accordingly, H1 and H2 hypotheses were accpted. It has also been found that regret
negatively affect repurchase intention (ß=-,328, p<0,001). Accordingly, H3 hypothesis was accepted.
Another variable, dissatisfaction, negatively affecy repurchase intention (ß=,076, p<0,001). Therefore, H4
hypothesis was accepted. Regret reversing effort positively affect repurchase intention (ß=,103, p<0,05) and
accordingly H5 hypothesis was accepted.
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Figure 2: Model of Path Analysis
Conclusion and Discussion
Consumers can feel unwelcomed, unpleasant negative feelings like regret because of expectationperformance comparisons after deciding to purchase or because of the existence of alternatives that affect
their decision-making process. Because the feeling of regret causes cognitive unconformity and
psychological trauma in consumers, regret resolving efforts made to decrease emotional tensions will affect
the future choices of consumers regarding the product and the brand. Because regret felt by a rational
consumer or the continuity of the problems after feeling regret will preclude the excuses that would justify
her/him choosing the same product in the future. There are limited number of studies that examines the
effect of regret and regret reversing effort on behavioral intentions (Cui and Niu, 2017; Cho and Park, 2016).
However, like other psychological phenomenon mentioned in marketing research and that creates negative
feelings, studying regret and its outcomes is important in developing solution-oriented strategies. This study
examined the effect of consumer regret and regret reversing effort on consumer dissatisfaction and
repurchase intention. Because it is believed that the feeling of regret will lead consumers to reversing the
feeling of regret, this study approaches relational dimension between two variables. In order to examine this
relationship, the study got inspiration from the conceptualization of psychology and behavioral studies
aimed at consumers (Gilovich and Medvec, 1995; Zeelenberg et al., 1998; Lee, 2009; Cho and Park, 2016).
Accordingly, the fact that the feeling of regret evokes negative feelings and that the consumers wanting to
attribute these negative feelings to legitimate reasons in order to feel relieved or not wanting to move away
from the brand because of reasons like brand loyalty, can mean that the consumers will turn to reversing the
feeling of regret. Additionally, the effect of regret reversing effort on repurchase intention was also
examined taking psychological associations between regret and regret reversing effort, thinking that the
feeling of regret can permanently move the consumers away from the product or brand. This way, in order
to temper the destructive effects of the outcomes that can be against the businesses, it is aimed to offer
suggestions to businesses and practitioners through another concept related to regret.
In summary, this study touches on the effect of regret on repurchase intention and dissatisfaction; regret
reversing effort on repurchase intention, and dissatisfaction on repurchase intention. All hypotheses have
been tested with the data obtained from the study population, main findings and their theorical and practical
results were reviewed.
The first finding of this study is that regret felt after purchasing positively affect dissatisfaction. This finding
is consistent with the other findings of the studies in literature. Other studies (Inman and Zeelenberg, 2002;
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Tsiros and Mittal, 2000) also reported that regret has a direct effect on dissatisfaction, that is to say as regret
increases satisfaction decreases. Cho and Park (2016) emphasized that as post purchase regret increases
dissatisfaction also increases. Cui and Niu (2017) talk about the defining role of regret on dissatisfaction in
their study conducted on 233 consumers. Conceptualization and our findings synthesize the finding of
previous studies. As consumer expectations and post product use reactions lie at bases of the concepts of
both regret and satisfaction, the verification of this hypothesis poses important hints for marketing
practitioners on consumer expectations and post product use reactions.
Another finding is that regret felt by consumers positively affect regret reversing effort. This finding is
consistent with the literature. Zeelenber at al. (1998: 228) state that individual efforts lie at the bases of the
concept of regret and that the feeling of regret should be reversed in order for others to not experience this
feeling again and to change this negative feeling. McElroy and Dowd (2007) stated that decision-oriented
regret evaluations would automatically crate efforts aimed at the solution. Lee (2009) explained that two
main goals of regret reversing efforts are; to be able to cope with regret (reducing its negative effects) and
to legitimize the actions, and stated that regret automatically creates a desire to make an effort. Lee and
Cotte (2009) stated that consumers continue their cognitive efforts during the decision-making process and
also after the process, and this way they try to cope with the feeling of regret. On the other hand, consumers
express their regret reversing efforts in different ways. For example, thanks to the development of
technology, consumers can continue their information search efforts etc. after purchasing products. This
affects the regret levels of the consumers. Cooke et al. (2001) stated that consumers continue their
information search after purchasing transaction and that information learned post-purchase has a greater
impact on satisfaction than information learned pre-purchase. Additionally, the study results show that, postpurchase information triggers regret more that pre-purchase information and that consumers postpone their
purchase longer. M’Barek and Gharbi (2012) stated that consumers feeling regretful about their purchase,
try to return the product to reverse the feeling of regret and to decrease the tension they are feeling.
Another result of the study relates to the negative effect of post-purchase regret on the repurchase intention.
This result is consistent with the literature. Maziriri et al. (2015) found that regret towards the product
decrease repurchase intention. Bui et al. (2009) found that regret decreases consumer satisfaction and
strengthens the intention to change brands. M’Barek and Gharbi (2012) found that when consumers regret
a decision, they, at first, lean towards the inactive (rejected) alternative and therefore the intention to
repurchase from the same brand or supplier decreases. Cho and Park (2016) and Cui and Niu (2017) found
that when consumers make an effort to reverse their regret, they are able to reduce that feeling and this
strengthens their intentions towards purchasing. Although other studies point out the devastating effects of
regret on repurchasing, these two studies show that the result is not that pessimistic. If consumers attempt
to reverse their regret, repurchase intention can be strengthened. In order for this to happen, consumers
should be made aware of their regret and businesses should focus on strategies helps the efforts made to
reverse it. Because regret can easily manifest itself in purchasing decisions as it is in all areas of life. The
conclusion of this study strongly supports our claim. This study confirms a hypothesis on the positive effects
of regret reversing efforts of consumers on repurchase intention. As stated in our conceptualization, this
result represents a consistent result with the literature. Tsiros and Mittal (2000:405) state that when
consumers don’t make an effort to reverse the feeling of regret, purchase intention towards the regretted
product is affected negatively because of the perception that the performance of the alternative product is
high even though the effect of satisfaction is great. This result provides businesses with an important hint
on helping, encouraging and leading consumers towards making an effort after feeling regretful encouraged
and even assisted by their regrets. Zeelenberg et al. (1998) state that the feeling of regret caused by different
reasons will inevitably cause cognitive efforts and feeling of responsibility in individuals, moreover people
experiencing this feeling would make an effort to reverse the regret of other people. Because even for others,
feeling of regret can negatively affect the quality of life when it is not resolved (Wrosch et al., 2005).
Although it is thought that effort made for others includes preventing consumers from the product, efforts
beneficial for the businesses like helping other consumers on how to reverse the feeling of regret or saying
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things like “there is no need to feel regretful” etc. show the beneficial side of regret reversing efforts. Limited
number of studies (Lee, 2009; Zeelenberg et al.,1998) in the literature found that the effort made both for
individualistic reasons and for others, strengthens positive intentions for the product. Simonson (1992) states
that consumers will experience regret based on time, brand name and price, and will strive to reduce their
regrets in future decisions. For example, the expectation that the price of the product will decrease relatively
over time (decrease) will lead the consumer to try to reverse the feeling of regret and purchasing behavior
will occur in the event of expected/desirable price. In this respect, it is clear that purchasing behavior
depends on a positive purchase intention, though not strongly. The studies of Cho and Park (2016) and Cui
and Niu (2017) also have similar findings.
The study also found that dissatisfaction felt by consumers had a negative effect on the repurchase intention.
This result is consistent with the studies in literature (Lu et al., 202; Taberner, 2008; Kim et al., 2014).
Herein, the focus of businesses on consumer satisfaction will directly affect the future preferability of their
brands. As it was stated before, regular evaluation of consumer expectations and outcome evaluations will
be a beneficial strategy.
This study is conducted based only on data obtained from 441 consumers in Gaziantep. Conducting future
studies on different cultures and communities will make the results more valuable. This study is conducted
based on the evaluations of the consumers of ready-made clothing and conducting studies on other sectors
is suggested. Because the factors causing regret may differ in other sectors and therefore the results
regarding regret and behavioral intentions may change. Lastly, in regard to contributing to the literature of
consumer regret, examining variable like satisfaction and repurchase intention will widen the perspective
of this subject.
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